
Downtime Data and DevOps

Making the Case for 
Real-Time Incident 
Management:



INTRODUCTION

Companies depend on their website for revenue. Every second that your 
company’s website isn’t available is money you’re losing….especially if you 
are a SaaS business.

Customers won’t stand for an outage either, taking their complaints public 
and their money elsewhere. That’s why uptime is becoming the new 
normal. It’s not if you’re going to experience an outage, but when…

“
“

According to a joint Forrester/Disaster Recovery 

Journal survey, one in three companies has 

declared at least one disaster or suffered a 

significant disruption during the past five years.

Source: Building The Always-On, Always-Available Digital Enterprise, February 2016, Forrester Research 2

https://www.forrester.com/Building+The+AlwaysOn+AlwaysAvailable+Digital+Enterprise/fulltext/-/E-res61151#AST1024893


COST OF A DATA CENTER OUTAGE

The average cost of a data center 
outage rose to $740,357 in 2015 – an 

increase of 38 percent since 2010.

The increase in the maximum 
downtime cost ($2,409,991) was 

even greater, climbing 81 percent 
over that same time period.

38% 81%

Every minute counts in a data recovery scenario – 

to the tune of $137 to $427 per minute.

Source: http://www.emersonnetworkpower.com/en-US/Resources/Market/Data-Center/Latest-Thinking/Ponemon/Pages/2016-Cost-of-Data-Center-Outages-Report.aspx 3

http://www.emersonnetworkpower.com/en-US/Resources/Market/Data-Center/Latest-Thinking/Ponemon/Pages/2016-Cost-of-Data-Center-Outages-Report.aspx


FORTUNE 1000 COMPANIES ARE SUFFERING...

AS ARE SMALL AND MID-SIZED BUSINESSES...

The average cost of a critical 
application failure per hour is

$500,000- $1 MILLION

The average hourly cost of 
an infrastructure failure is   

$100,000 PER HOUR

$

of IT pros at SMBs say    
a data loss event is a 
life-or-death situation.

of SMB IT departments 
say recovery is the top 

priority and must be 
accomplished within 

24 hours or less.

64% 
71% 

Source: http://www.carbonite.com/en/resources/carbonite-blog/downtime-costs-small-businesses-up-to-$427-per-minute/

Source: http://info.appdynamics.com/rs/appdynamics/images/DevOps-metrics-Fortune1K.pdf
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http://www.carbonite.com/en/resources/carbonite-blog/downtime-costs-small-businesses-up-to-$427-per-minute/
http://info.appdynamics.com/rs/appdynamics/images/DevOps-metrics-Fortune1K.pdf


NEED MORE CONVINCING?

$5,600   Per 
Min

87  Hours of 
Downtime 
Per Year

545  Loss of Employee 
Productivity
in Hours Per Year

200
  Average 
Resolution 
Time in Mins

• shaken customer loyalty

• increased customer churn

• damaged reputation

• lowered employee morale

• decreased confidence in 
infrastructure and lack of process

But it’s not just a monetary loss that comes 
with downtime.

There are other intangible results of an outage 
that you would probably rather avoid:

Source: http://www.evolven.com/blog/downtime-outages-and-failures-understanding-their-true-costs.html 5

http://www.evolven.com/blog/downtime-outages-and-failures-understanding-their-true-costs.html


COST OF DOWNTIME: 
CALCULATING IT YOURSELF

How much do you lose from unexpected downtime 
of your servers and business applications?

The simplest way to calculate potential revenue losses during an 
outage is with the equation:

LOST REVENUE = (GR/TH) x I x H

GR =
Gross Yearly

Revenue

TH =
Total Yearly

Business Hours

I =
Percent
Impact

H =
Number of 

Hours of Outage

%

Source: http://www.evolven.com/blog/downtime-outages-and-failures-understanding-their-true-costs.html 6

http://www.evolven.com/blog/downtime-outages-and-failures-understanding-their-true-costs.html


“
“

DevOps EXPLAINED...

By creating a collaborative space where 
human error isn’t punished and making 

mistakes is encouraged, your entire business 
can benefit from breaking down silos and 

learning from others.

Measurement enables continuous learning to 
happen by allowing you to make decisions based on 

evidence, rather than emotion. The data collected 
should be “transparent, accessible to all, meaningful, 

and able to be visualized in an ad hoc manner.”

Many people focus on the productivity gains 
(output per worker per hour) as the main reason 

to adopt DevOps. But automation is used not 
just to save time, but also prevent defects, create 

consistency, and enable self-service.

Whether it’s tools, discoveries or lessons, 
sharing really is caring. The ability to work 

effectively with others in different parts of your 
organization can create new opportunities for 

growth, discovery & optimization.

CULTURE:

MEASUREMENT:

AUTOMATION:

SHARING:

Source: http://devopsdictionary.com/wiki/CAMS

+
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http://devopsdictionary.com/wiki/CAMS


HOW CAN DevOps HELP WITH DOWNTIME?

By automating your testing and deployment processes, your 
team will be able to push smaller code commits frequently 

and you’ll be able to find (and squash) bugs quickly.

Monitoring your entire infrastructure means a more robust 
environment and the ability to mitigate risks before they 

take down your systems.

When the dev and operations teams share responsibilities, 
there are more eyes on the code, more knowledge to access 

and less time needed to fix problems.

1

2

3

Source: http://community.hpe.com/t5/Infrastructure-Insights/The-cost-of-downtime-How-DevOps-can-save-you-dollars/ba-p/6801105#.VuCisIwrI6U 8

http://community.hpe.com/t5/Infrastructure-Insights/The-cost-of-downtime-How-DevOps-can-save-you-dollars/ba-p/6801105#.VuCisIwrI6U


QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

Does everyone (including business stakeholders and management) have 
visibility into what’s happening with your infrastructure?

What does it cost to win back a customer?

Do the technically-inclined people in your business understand 
how their goals are aligned with business goals?

If business leaders are afraid of “failing fast” as part of 
ensuring infrastructure availability, could that concept 

be communicated as “learning fast”?
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RESOURCES

• How DevOps Plays into the Incident Lifecycle

• Forrester Brief: Putting Developers on Front 

Line of App Support

• State of On-Call 2015

See how VictorOps can help you 
on your DevOps journey!

VictorOps is a hub for centralizing the flow of information throughout the incident 

lifecycle. Driven by IT and DevOps system data, VictorOps provides a unified platform for 

real-time alerting, collaboration, and documentation.

https://victorops.com/knowledge-drop/devops-docs/devops-plays-incident-lifecycle/
https://victorops.com/knowledge-drop/devops-docs/forrester-brief-put-developers-front-lines-app-support/
https://victorops.com/knowledge-drop/devops-docs/forrester-brief-put-developers-front-lines-app-support/
https://victorops.com/knowledge-drop/devops-docs/state-of-on-call-2015/
https://victorops.com/

